2.4.5 Window Films and Interior Window Treatments

Metallized, plastic window films like those used to tint automotive windows can
save substantial amounts of cooling energy when applied to existing glass. Shiny metal
flakes or metal vapors deposited on a plastic film reflect the solar radiation back
outdoors. Metallized films reflect 50 to 7 5 percent of the solar heat hitting a window
Reflective window films installed on the interior side of the glass repel solar heat and
reduce glare and fading through single,pane glass in south,, east,, and west,facing
windows.
Special all,season metallized films, sometimes called Low,E films, also reflect heat
energy from inside the home back out,
side. These films are more cost,effective
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than films that merely reflect solar heat,
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in all but the hottest, sunniest climates.
Low,E films transmit more visible light
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and look clearer than reflective films
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from indoors.
Window films (both all,season and
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reflective) come in different types for
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different climates. In sunny southern di,
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mates, use a film that stops most of the solar
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heat and glare. In more northern climates,
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use a film that lets more light and heat into
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the home. Caution: Do not use reflective
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metallized window films on the inside of
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double,paned glass because it may lead to glnss
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breakage.
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Installing window films is a moder,
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ately difficult do,it,yourself project. The
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different types of glass and shading devices. There is no
films designed for do,it,yourselfers have
universally accepted test for measuring the percentage of
a protective layer to remove and may be
window shading.
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